Abstract. Outliers or distorted attributes very often severely interfere with data analysis algorithms that try to extract few meaningful rules. Most methods to deal with outliers try to completely ignore them. This can be potentially harmful since the very outlier that was ignored might have described a rare but still extremely interesting phenomena. In this paper we describe an approach that tries to build an interpretable model while still maintaining all the information in the data. This is achieved through a two stage process. A first phase builds an outlier-model for data points of low relevance, followed by a second stage which uses this model as filter and generates a simpler model, describing only examples with higher relevance, thus representing a more general concept. The outlier-model on the other hand may point out potential areas of interest to the user. Preliminary experiments indicate that the two models in fact have lower complexity and sometimes even offer superior performance.
Introduction
Many datasets obtained from real-world systems contain distorted elements, for example due to errors in measurements, sensor-failures, or simple recording problems. If the resulting data is to be analyzed by means of extracting an interpretable model from this data, these so-called "outliers" are often difficult to ignore. Many existing methodologies to build models from data will try to incorporate the outliers, making the resulting model more complex and harder to interpret [4, 6, 10, 11, 13] .
In this paper an approach is discussed which aims to model an evolving set of potential outliers through an additional outlier-model. This results in two models, one representing a more general concept which offers better understandability, and the other concentrating on potential outliers or regions with low evidence in the observed data. The presented approach is based on sets of fuzzy rules as a way to model imprecise relationships [14, 15] . Based on an existing, fast algorithm that constructs fuzzy rule sets from data [7] , the presented 112 approach builds a model for the entire data in a first phase. After completion this model is analyzed automatically and the parts with low relevance in respect to the training data are moved to the outlier model. The outlier model is then used as a filter for the second phase. The second phase generates a more general model, representing the data points with higher evidence. The final pair of models consists of one model for potential outliers and one model which represents the more general behavior. The resulting general model is less complex and therefore easier to interpret whereas the outlier-model may point out potential areas of interest to the user.
We will start out by describing a method to build fuzzy models based on example data, followed by a description of the two-stage fuzzy model generation. Thereafter we present results on two datasets, demonstrating the effects of the proposed methodology.
Learning Fuzzy Models from Data
In the following we will concentrate on n-dimensional feature spaces with one dependent variable which is either continuous (for an approximation problem) or denotes a set of classes (in case of a classification task) . The goal of the discussed methods is to generate a set of rules which describe some available example data. The used rules describe an implication: R : if antecedent then consequent with weight w and we will focus on the most commonly used form of rules, consisting of an antecedent in form of a constraint on the input variables:
Xl is Al and . . . where c denotes one of C possible classes. In case of a fuzzy graph describing a functional relationship, the consequent specifies a granule for the dependent or output variable
where B again denotes a fuzzy set, defined through a membership function J.LB :
Of interest is sometimes also a weight parameter w which usually represents the percentage of training patterns explained by this rule. In the following two sections the differences between fuzzy models used for classification and approximation are highlighted before an algorithm to construct both types of models is discussed.
Fuzzy Classifiers
For a classifier the consequent assigns class c out of a finite number of classes C . The degree of membership for a certain pattern :I: for rule 'R is simply computed through the membership degree of the antecedent where the conjunction 1\ is often implemented through the minimum:
In this n-dimensional feature space the area of influence of each rule R is thus specified by the vector of membership functions (A l ,···, An). A set of rules is then defined through R = {'R(r) 11 ::; r ::; R} where R indicates the number of rules. Of course, each of these rules only assigns one specific class c(r) out of {I, .. . ,C}.
The combined degree of membership for a certain class c is computed through a disjunction V which is implemented through the maximum:
In a prediction scenario with equal risk, the class with the highest degree of membership would typically be chosen.
Fuzzy Approximators
For approximation the rule "if x is A then y is B" can also be seen as a constraint on a joint variable (:I:, y), that is,
where x denotes the Cartesian product. The membership function of Ax B is again given using 1\ as a conjunction operator:
or, more precisely Zadeh [14] also us~s the term fuzzy point to denote such a rule A x B. A collection R of rules can now be regarded as forming a superposition of R fuzzy points:
where + denotes the disjunction operator (usually defined as maximum). Zadeh calls this characterization of a dependency fuzzy graph, because the collection of rules can be seen as a coarse representation of a functional dependency r of y on x. This fuzzy graph r can thus be defined as:
Note that individual rules do not depend on a common set of membership functions on the input variables. Instead each fuzzy point is described through an individual set of membership functions Ar which, especially in high dimensional cases, restrict only few attributes. This makes fuzzy graphs a very compact description, especially compared to the approaches that use a "global grid", defined through only one set of membership functions for each input variable (see for example [12, 6] ) .
The task of interpolation, that is, deriving a linguistic value B' for y given an arbitrary linguistic value A for x and a fuzzy graph r :
results in an intersection of the fuzzy graph r with a cylindrical extension of the input fuzzy set A. Figure 1 shows an example. This functional dependency can be computed through:
If a crisp output is desired the resulting fuzzy set B' has to be defuzzified, a common approach here is the "Center of Gravity" method which simply computes to:
In the following a strategy to construct such fuzzy rule sets based on example data is described in detail.
Learning Fuzzy Rules
In both cases, that is classification or approximation, the resulting training data consists of an input vector x, together with a vector of membership values J.Ltarget for the desired classes or output granules. The algorithm described here also allows for some -but not necessarily all -features having predefined granulation and is based on two methods to build fuzzy rules and fuzzy graphs [7, 2] . As apriori information we therefore have the following: for the output :
either the number Gout of classes in case of a classifier, or in case of a continuous output variable its granulation into a set of Gout linguistic values, This also has implications for the possible consequents of the generated rules. In both cases, there is only a limited choices of possible consequents, either one out of Gout classes or one of Gout granules. In the following we will therefore universally denote a consequent by 9 E {I"", Gout,} possibly accompanied by a superscript indicating the rule's index. Example 1. In case of a three-dimensional feature space (n = 3) with a continuous output variable "pressure", one could define Gout = 4 granules, where the linguistic values "very low", "low", "medium", and "high" are defined through the membership functions J.L~ut (c = 1, . . . ,4). The three input features could consist of one granulated feature (ngranul = 1) temperature, with three linguistic values "cold", "warm", and "hot" (Gin = 3) and another two free features X2 and X3 (nfree = 2) for two sensor values.
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In addition to this information a set of training examples exists: The goal of the algorithm is thus to generate a set of rules R, which describe the training data T. R = {n(r) 11 ::; r ::; R} Each of the R rules is specified through a set of constraints on the input domain and the index of the associated granule or class g(r) (1 S g(r) ::; Gout):
con granul,i and /\ cond(r) . then g(r) with w(r) free,.
where the constraint consists of two parts, co~d~:~nul,i and cond~;2e,i'
The first part describes the restrictions on the granulated part of the feature space:
. indicating that this feature is not restricted at all.
V ( c
-The second part of the constraints cond~;2e ,i' are specified through:
which either specify no constraint at all, or a trapezoidal membership function in case a constraint was derived by the training algorithm.
The algorithm to derive such a set of rules R from a set of examples T is described in the following section.
Algorithmic Details
The training algorithm operates sequentially, considering one example pattern after the other. At start no rules are existent, during training new rules will be introduced and existing rules will be fine tuned. In order to be able to guarantee termination of the algorithm, each rule keeps track of the pattern that originally triggered its creation. This so-called "anchor" is denoted A(r) for rule 'R)r). In addition we will use the following abbreviation:
which represents the volume rule R covers in the feature space, 
The core region of this rule will be increased along the non-granulated features to make sure it covers the new pattern (non-restricted free features do not need to be modified since they cover the pattern anyway) : 1 . ' 1. and the weight of the rule will be incremented, thus keeping track of the number of patterns this rule explains: w,rwl n := w rw1n + 1. Obviously this rule is too general and will need to be specialized subsequently, through adaptation of the antecedent. (Note the weight w(R+l) which is initialized to 1, indicating that this rule explains one example pattern so far.) We also need to remember the pattern which triggered creation of this rule:
For simplicity we also remember the index of the linguistic values of all granulated features which cover the initial pattern 00 best:
In addition to the modification and creation of rules describing patterns it is also necessary to actively avoid conflicts, that is, rules describing wrong relations need to be modified. This is done through a third step, called SHRINK, which modifies rules that incorrectly cover a pattern. More precisely, all rules R(r) will be investigated if they fulfill 1 :S r :S R /\ I-L~~~~et = 0 -+ I-Ln(r) (00) = 0 that is, if the rule's consequent has a degree of membership equal to zero for this particular target JLtarget then it also generates a degree of membership equal to zero for the corresponding input vector 00 . For each rule which violates this condition the following SHRINK-procedure will be performed:
The goal is to specialize the conflicting rule R(r) in a manner which inhibits the conflict. This is done through specialization of the rule, that is, the area of influence will be shrunk to exclude the new example pattern. To achieve this several alternatives exist, which are applied in the following order:
81 : Restrict an already constrained granulated feature . In this scenario it is assumed that the conflict can be resolved by tightening an already existing constraint of a granulated feature. 
We then choose the one feature isl,best which minimizes this loss in volume, thus keeping the restricted rule as large as possible:
iSl,best = argmin{lossis.} and replace rule R("il) in the new set of rules:
Example 3. A rule R describes the fact that one buys oil when the temperature is either "cold" or "warm":
R : if t emperature is cold or warm then buy oil
This rule might result in a conflict because an example household did not buy oil during "warm" temperatures. The revised rule would then be (through further restriction of feature temperature):
R' : if temperatur e is cold then buy oil S2 : Restrict an unconstrained granulated feature . If S1 could not be applied we will try to resolve the conflict through restricting a previously unconstrained, granulated feature . We are therefore looking at the following features: that is, all linguistic are contained in the constraint and we again make also sure that at least one linguistic value will remain in the modified constraint and we do not loose coverage of the anchor of this rule. Similar to above, if no such feature can be found, alternative S3 is probed. Otherwise we proceed analogous to scenario S1, that is, we compute the possible losses in volume and choose the one feature for shrinkage which results in the minimum loss in volume.
Example 4. The feature "temperature" of the rule from above can now not be restricted any further without eliminating the rule entirely.
'R : if temperature is cold then buy oil Therefore the previously unconstrained feature "oil price" will be restricted and 'R might become:
'R' : if temperature is cold and oilprice is low then buy oil S3 : Restrict an already constrained free feature. If none of the granulated features can be restricted to avoid the conflict, one of the remaining free features needs to be used. We will first try to tighten an already existing constraint on a free feature, that is we restrict ourselves to:
(r) b(r) (r) d(r)
/\ con free,is s = Xiss 1S < a iss ' iss' c iss ' iss > that is, all free features i for which a constraining trapezoidal membership function is already defined. If no such feature can be found, alternative S4 is probed. Otherwise -similar to cases S1 and S2 -we determine which of these features results in a minimum loss of rule-coverage. First for each feature iS3 we compute a modified trapezoid which eliminates the conflict:
.
-(r) b(r)
. { (r) } < a iss ' iss' mIn Xiss' C iss ' Xiss > that is, depending on the position of the conflict with respect to the anchor Aiss the left or right side of the trapezoid is modified. This ensures that the anchor will always remain inside this rule but the conflict will be moved to the border of the support area.
Similar to S1 we replace cond~;~e,iss using the new trapezoid and compute the loss in volume for the modified rule. One feature iS3,best will then be selected which minimizes this loss and the corresponding rule will be replaced in the set of rules R.
Example 5.
'R : if temperature is cold and X42 is < 2,3,7, 9 > . .. n' : if temperature is cold and X42 is < 2,3,7,8 > ...
:
Restrict an unconstrained free feature. If no constrained free feature can be found , one of the unconstrained free feature needs to be constrained. That is we restrict ourselves to:
1\ con free,is4 -true that is, all free features iS4 for which a constraining trapezoidal membership function has not been defined. If no such feature can be found, a serious conflict has been encountered, that is, two example points have the same input vector x but conflicting targets J.L. Usually this will result in a feedback to the user, pointing out this inconsistency in the data set.
Otherwise -similar to case 83 -we determine which of these features results in a minimum loss of rule-coverage. First for each feature iS4 we compute a new trapezoid which eliminates the conflict:
that is, depending on the position of the conflict with respect to the anchor >'iS4 the left or right side of the trapezoid is restricted. This ensures that the anchor will always remain inside this rule but the conflict Xi will be moved to the border of the support area. The core itself is set equal to the anchor >'S4 and will later be enlarged if this rule covers other patterns.
Similar to 83 we then replace cond~;2e,is4 and compute the loss in volume for the modified rule. Feature iS 4 ,best will then be selected to minimize this loss and the respective rule will be replaced in the set of rule R . Most existing algorithms to construct fuzzy rule sets from data have tremendous problems with noisy data or data containing outliers. Usually an excessive number of rules is being introduced simply to model noise and/or outliers. This also applies to the algorithm described in the previous section. This is due to the fact that these algorithms aim to generate conflict free rules, that is, examples encountered during training will result in a degree of membership > 0 only for those rules of the correct class (or granule). Unfortunately in case of spares outliers such an approach will, especially in high-dimensional feature spaces, result in an enormous amount of rules to avoid these conflicts. Figure 2 demonstrates this effect. Using the already existing model we can, however, in many cases easily determine parts that have low relevance, based on their weight or another parameter which denotes individual relevance. To measure a rule's relevance often the weight parameter w(r) is used which represents the number of training patterns covered by rule r . From this a measure for the importance or relevance of each rule can be derived, by simply using the percentage of patterns covered by this rule:
Other measures which are also used determine the loss of information if rule r is omitted: where 1(.) indicates a function measuring the information content of a rule set. Most commonly used are (a more extensive overview can be found in [3] and also [1] ):
-the Gini-index:
-and the fuzzy entropy function:
where Vi(R) indicates the volume of all rules 'R)r) in R which are assigned to
(In [9J it is shown how this volume can be computed efficiently based on a system of fuzzy rules.)
The choice of relevance-measure is made depending on the nature of the underlying rule generation algorithm, as well as the focus of analysis, i.e . the interpretation of important vs. unimportant or useless data points. Using such a measure of (notably subjective) relevance, we can now extract rules with low relevance from this model, assuming that they describe points in the data which are outliers or spares points:
Using this "outlier" -model as filter for a second training phase will then generate a new fuzzy model which has less rules with higher significance. In fact, the original training data T is filtered and only data points which are not covered by the outlier model will be used to construct the new model: second phase can ignore these points and generate two large rules describing the remaining data points of class X (right) , In t.he following sectioll we will show how this effects the size of the rule sets on two real-world datasets,
Experiments
Experiments on two datasets from the Statlog-archive l8J were performed to demonstrate the effect of the proposed methodology, The relevance functiolJ <P(RU)) = w U ) with a threshold of e = 5 was used. that. is rules which cover less then five patterns were considered irrelevant.
The first dataset contains images from Satellites (Satimage-dataset), paltcl'lls with 36 attributes have to be separated into 6 different classes, All together 4435 training and 2000 test patterns were used . Table 1 (left) shows the results , Here "Standard" stands for the normal algorithm which generates fu:t:ty rules in one run. til indicates the general model generated through the algorithllJ explained above. The number of rules for both models is slwwlJ ill the last column. The number before the brackets indicates the size of the rule-set of the general model til, whereas the number in brackets denotes the uUlIll)er of rules of the outlier modeltio. It is interesting to see how already without auy additiuuaJ distortion (0.0%) the two-stage model shows slightly betier perforIuauce usiug a considerable smaller number of rules (270. vs. 393), Note also how LIIl' errur rate on the unseen test data increases much slower witlJ iucreases ilJ dislurliUlJ for the two-stage model. The gap between the si:tes of the two 1I1Odels wideus as well.
The second dataset is the Segment data frolIJ the salJle archive, Her e 1!J inputs and 7 classes are used with 2079 training aud 220 lest patterus, TaGle J (right) shows the results on this dataset. Here the effect iu performauce is uut as obvious. Still noticeable, however, is the difference ill model si:tc , While ilJl' size of the separate outlier-model increases with increasing distortioll , the si:tl' of the model representing the more general behavior grows 111udJ slower. 
Conclusions
In this paper we discussed a strategy to model potential outliers through an additional outlier-model. This results in two models, one representing a more general concept which offers better understandability, and the other concentrating on potential outliers or regions with low evidence in the observed data. In the future an entire hierarchy of fuzzy models seems to be a promising approach to model large amounts of data and enable the user to investigate the underlying behavior at various levels of granularity, following Lotfi Zadeh's concept of "information granulation" .
